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Attention All Aspiring Video Makers: Are You Stressed-Out 
Trying To Produce Money Making Videos? 
 

“Now YOU Can Quickly And Easily Plan, Shoot And 
Create Professional Quality Video And DVDs… 
While Making A Ton Of Money Along The Way!” 

 
 
 
From: XXXXXXXX 
XXXXXX, Lancashire, UK 
 
 

Dear Internet video wizard, 
 
Yes it’s true. You too can shoot Pro standard video for 

uploading to the Internet and even use it to produce hot selling 
‘How To’ DVDs on any niche subject you can think of, plus make 
some serious passive income. 

 
With the explosion of video sharing sites around the Internet 

like YouTube, it’s never been easier to create great videos with 
amazing content and get them seen all over the world. 

 
Then there’s the massive market for educational DVDs 

teaching people a whole host of skills to make their lives better, 
more productive and happier. 

 
And here’s the thing: All you have to do is supply your own 

unique ideas, drive and enthusiasm and you… yes YOU… can be an 
influencer, educator and even a leader in any given field you want. 

 
Don’t believe me? Well here are just some of the niches I 

consistently make video content for and make money from… 
 

 Junior Soccer 
 Gardening 
 Self Defence  
 Software Programs 
 Chinese Cooking  
 Plus many others… 
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And thanks to great leaps in Camcorder technology, software, 
graphics and audio, the sheer scale of what can be achieved by the 
home video producer is startling… 

 

But There Lies The Problem… 
 
See, the problem is: All this technology comes with a whole 

load of bells-and-whistles attached to it.  And it can be 
overwhelming if you’re new to this.  

 
And let’s face it, when you’re first starting out, all you really 

want to do is shoot a video and get it seen, right? So it can seem 
like you have to climb a technological mountain before your video 
sees the light of day. 

 
And let me tell you; I know how that feels, because I had to 

learn all this high-Tech stuff the hard way myself. When video 
technology started to make an impact on the Internet, I knew it 
would be the next big thing, but I knew nothing about it. 

 
I've spent many a late night trying to find out where I went 

wrong just because something wouldn't work. 
 
There's even been times, in the early days, when my wife came 

into my office (a third bedroom at the time!) early in the morning to 
see me still at the keyboard, or even asleep on some occasions! 

 
Funny as it seems now, when I look back at the road I’ve taken 

to get this far, I know…  
 

The Frustration, Anger And Fear 
 
…you’re feeling when all you want to do is… GET GOING! 
 
Here’s what I’m talking about: Does any of this sound familiar…  
 
You have a great idea for a video, so you start to look at the 

reviews in magazines and on the Internet for the right ‘type’ of 
camcorder to use. There’s dozens and dozens of different models, 
manufactures and formats…  
 
 

Your Head’s Spinning Before  
You Even Shoot Your First Clip 

 


